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Written by Barbara and Kevin Kunz, world-renowned names in reflexology, this comprehensive
guide teaches you how to work reflexology into your busy daily routine. Featuring fully illustrated
reflexology sequences for all ages and different scenarios, this calming, relaxing technique will
help you forge stronger bonds with everyone in your life, and bring about gentle healing through
touch.

About the AuthorBarbara Kunz is an internationally recognized authority in the in the field of
reflexology. Together with Kevin Kunz, she has researched, taught, practiced, and documented
reflexology for more than 30 years. Barbara and Kevin Kunz have written 17 reflexology books,
including Complete Reflexology for Life and Hand Reflexology, which are available in 57 foreign
editions and 19 languages.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Page 7 is not included in this
sample.                Pages 24 - 345 are not included in this sample.     

The Reflexology Manual: An Easy-to-Use Illustrated Guide to the Healing Zones of the Hands
and Feet Body Reflexology: Healing at Your Fingertips Sexual Reflexology: Activating the Taoist
Points of Love
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Free Spirit, “Easy to use, great results. I just bought this book a couple weeks ago and started
using it immediately because its so easy to use. The book has detailed descriptions of all the
techniques and there are photos and illustrations for EVERYTHING. No need to guess at what
you are to do. No need to guess what benefits the technique you are using will have on your
body. It's easy, it's well explained step by step. This book is great for me. I am a complete
beginner with no prior knowledge of reflexology except that it is a therapy. I have started working
on my hands just to try the techniques out and the effect was immediate. I was stunned. Very,
very very happy with this book. Buy this book. You won't regret it.”

MumShoppingRight, “A favorite-from a reflexologist. This is a wonderful book with so much
insight. Highly recommend”

JILL, “Most helpful self help book EVER!. Terrifically helpful book. I will do Reflexology now! I
didn't know how much I could impact my health for longevity and total help until I read this book
and began to use the techniques on my own feet! It doesnt hurt! You can do this sitting down!
What more could one ask besides getting better, getting less pain, getting more relief?!Unlike
many self help books, this has honestly helpful information that one can do. And you can go to
the web page and ask questions and learn more! If you live in Albuquerque, you can schedule a
conference with the Kunzs in their office.”

Mihaiela, “Great book !. Great book to get educated on this subject.”

John Parson, “Very detailed book on reflexology. I am using ift .... Very detailed book on
reflexology. I am using ift as a refresher course to see if I have forgotten anything in the last 35
years of practicing reflexology. Everything anyone would need to practice reflexology. I got
started with reflexology about 35 years ago when the only information I could find on it was a
small book that was more of a pamplet than a full size book, and there was no internet. Yes I'm
that old, I still remember having only 3 channels on the little black and white TV, that's when
rocks and dirt were just forming.”

Joseph Ferrara, “Reflexology. Best book on reflexology in the field.”

wvmatson, “Love. Hands down the best reflexology book out there”

John Boy, “In-depth explanation of Reflexology techniques. This is a comprehensive explanation
and demonstration of Reflexology techniques and body maps. At 345 pages (24cm x 18cm)it is
a substantial book filled with excellent photographs accompanied by concise and helpful text. As
an example, the foot and hand maps take up a full page for each hand and foot. My unease is



with the sections that imply Reflexology is a treament for chronic conditions. By all means use
Reflexology as an effective form of relaxation whether in good health or affected by an illness.
After three Reflexology sessions I felt the need to run again after a 15 year gap, and almost four
years later, work on the solar plexus reflex still sends me to sleep. So I accept that Reflexology
can bring about changes, but I don't have an expectation that it will cure my tinitus.”

Clement Dutu, “I can't recommend it enough. I can't recommend it enough! Very good
explanations in writing texts but also with lots of photos, diagrams and sequencing lessons. Very
clear and helped me a lot, specially as it always mentions mistakes to avoid and best
practices. :)”

bernadette, “great second hand book good condition. great second hand book good
condition,but the book its self was great ,it had lots of pictures and information for beginners and
therapists...”

Mrs Susan J Down, “Five Stars. This book was a present for my mother who loves it. It arrived
promptly and well packaged. Thank you.”

val, “great book. Very detailed photographs and instructions within the book and it is well written.
I keep returning to it and learning more each time”

The book by Barbara Kunz has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 416 people have provided feedback.
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